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state of philanthropy

Introduction

R

ecord giving by individuals and
foundations in Ohio: that is the
headline for this year’s annual report on charitable giving in Ohio.
But, as you will see in the coming
pages, the details, nuances and
trends show a deeper, richer, more
complex picture of Ohio’s homegrown philanthropic landscape. It
is a landscape of homegrown industrial giants and family farms.
A landscape of people with strong
connections to their communities,
connections which are reflected in
their philanthropy.
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Ohio’s philanthropic landscape is also one of
homegrown innovation, where people and organizations work together to craft new solutions to complex
problems and issues. Homegrown might be used
more often in reference to corn and soybeans and to
Ohio industries, universities and colleges, but it also
has a place in describing Ohio philanthropy.
This year’s report marks a special anniversary, as it is the tenth in Ohio Grantmakers Forum’s
(OGF) series of annual giving reports. To mark the
occasion, this report provides a look back at the last
decade of Ohio’s charitable giving with a special
“Then and Now” section.
OGF’s report presents a comprehensive review
of data from 2005 and 2006, the most recent years for
which complete IRS information is available. Additionally, we provide a snapshot of giving in the health
funding area – courtesy of responses received from
the OGF Foundation 100, our purposeful sample of
the state’s grantmaking foundations – and highlight
some of Ohio’s amazing scholarship funds that increase access to education and training for thousands
of Ohio young people.
OGF’s continuing partnership with The Foundation Center enriches the state of philanthropy report
for Ohio again this year. This national organization
exists to strengthen the nonprofit sector by advancing knowledge about U.S. philanthropy. Statistical
data analyzed by OGF for this report were prepared
by The Foundation Center’s New York-based research staff.
We are very grateful to National City, whose
continuing financial sponsorship helps make this
publication possible. National City is representative
of thousands of Ohio’s corporations and foundations
dedicated to improving the quality of life for citizens
throughout the state.
Ohio Grantmakers Forum offers this report to
inform grantmakers, media, individual donors, state
and federal policy makers, nonprofit organizations
and the general public about the state and scope
of philanthropy in Ohio. We hope that it helps the
reader understand the evolving nature and vitality of
charitable giving in our state.

state of philanthropy

Key Findings

Charitable Contributions
$6.76 billion
given in Ohio

foundation facts
3,172

Ohio foundations

how ohio ranks
2nd

number, assets and giving
of community foundations

Total charitable giving in Ohio increased to a record $6.76 billion in 2005, surpassing the previous peak
of $6.62 billion set in 1999. Foundations represented 15.5 percent of all giving in the state.

2.4 percent
increase in total
charitable giving

$5.23 billion
given by
individual Ohioans

6.7 percent

increase in giving
by individual Ohioans

For the second year, Ohio foundations posted an asset increase of more than $1 billion and set a new record for the state.
Ohio foundation giving approached the peak level of $1.08 billion recorded in 2001.

$15.9 billion

Ohio foundation assets

7 percent

increase in Ohio assets

$1.05 billion
Ohio grantmaking

Ohio historically ranks high among all states in the number, assets and giving of its foundations. Community and corporate
foundation measures are among the strongest in the nation.

4th

number of
corporate foundations

7th

number of
foundations

10th

total giving
and assets
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individual philanthropy

Gifts and Bequests

T

otal charitable giving in Ohio
surpassed the previous record
($6.62 billion set in 1999) in 2005,
with a 2.4 percent increase to $6.76
billion. This modest increase differed from the rise in U.S. giving,
which increased by 13.8 percent to
$238.44 billion. Individual giving
– whether during life or at death
through bequests – continued as
the source of most charitable dollars donated in Ohio. In 2005, 85
percent of charitable giving came
from individuals, with foundations
contributing the remainder.

$723 $658 $455 $565 $692
million million
million million
millionCharitable
Bequests
Giving from Ohio estates totaled more than $2.85 billion over five years. Amounts
are shown in millions.
800
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Total Charitable Giving

Ohio giving rose 2.4 percent
to $6.76 billion
Ohioin 2005,
setting a new record.
15.5%
Foundations

7.1%
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Individuals
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Source: IRS, 2007
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Source: Foundation Center, IRS: 2007

$4.90
billion

Gifts from individuals grew
by 21.9 percent between
2001 and 2005. Amounts
are shown in billions.
5 $4.29

640
480

$4.28 $4.29 $4.55 $4.50
billion billion billion
billionIndividual
Giving

'01 '02 '03 '04 '05

Source: IRS, 2007

Giving by individuals in Ohio rose by 6.7 percent
to $5.23 billion in 2005, a record amount. Nationally,
individual giving increased 12.0 percent, from $162.20
billion to $181.64 billion. Ohioans’ contributions have
risen incrementally in recent years to an average of
$3,344 in 2005, compared to $3,163 in 2004, $2,965 in
2003 and $2,696 in 2002. Across the country the average
contribution ranged from $2,593 in Rhode Island to
$10,066 in Wyoming.
Individual giving figures come from federal income
tax returns that include itemized contributions. In 2005, 29
percent of Ohioans itemized deductions on their returns,
compared to 31 percent nationally, slightly lower than in
2004. Accordingly, these figures do not tally all individual
charitable giving although the IRS states that the data
account for close to 90 percent of individual charitable
contributions.
The largest individual gifts from Ohioans in 2005 went
to established medical and higher education institutions
inside and outside the state. Donors included Sydell L.
Miller, who donated $70 million to the Cleveland Clinic to
build a new cardiac center; Barbara Barrow Jacobs, who
gave $40.6 million to Indiana University’s School of Music;
Richard and Joyce Farmer, donating $30 million to Miami
University’s Farmer School of Business; Oscar Boonshaft,
giving $28.5 million to Wright State University’s School of
Medicine; and Frank E. Eck, who donated $21 million to
the University of Notre Dame’s School of Law.
Charitable Bequests
In 2005, Ohioans gave significantly fewer dollars
through charitable bequests, transfers made at death by
a will to a nonprofit organization and reported on federal
estate tax returns. Bequests totaled $476 million, down 45
percent from the $692 million in bequests in 2004.
In recent years, the percentage of estates including
charitable bequests has fluctuated, with no more than
one-quarter of all estates providing dollars for nonprofits.
In 2000, only 19 percent of estates included charitable
bequests, while 24 percent made such gifts in 2005. Data
on bequests come from estate tax returns filed with the
IRS; the threshold above which estates must file a federal
estate tax return rose from $1 million in 2002 to $1.5
million in 2004 and will increase to $2 million in 2006.

individual philanthropy

Homegrown Scholarships

O
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hio grantmakers have historically evidenced a strong
commitment to increasing access to higher education
by providing scholarship dollars to Ohio young people.
With recent economic conditions and global competition
increasing the critical importance of post high school education, Ohio’s foundations and corporations have stepped up
to open doors to needy students. In later pages, you’ll read
more about some of the homegrown scholarships in Ohio’s
regions.
Many of Ohio’s scholarship funds are held within the
state’s strong network of community foundations. OGF
research documents
community foundation
scholarship funds givSelected Organizations and Scholarship Amounts
ing a total of $11.2 milThese ten foundations gave about $9.6 million in scholarships.
lion in scholarships,
Amounts are shown in millions and thousands.
awarded by 53 com1. The Cleveland Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.35
munity foundations and
benefiting more than
2. The Kettering Fund. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.32
6,132 students.
	3. The Dayton Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.23
Ohio corporations
4. The Greater Cincinnati Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . $1.14
and their foundations
5. The Columbus Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.00
are also strong support6. Middletown Community Foundation. . . . . . $750,506
ers of higher education
7. SC Ministry Foundation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $575,000
scholarships, both for
		
8. Fairfield County Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . $429,579
employees’
children
9. Lubrizol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $387,000
and the wider commu10.
Holmes County Education Foundation. . . . $384,000
nity. Some companies,
Source: OGF, 2007
including Lubrizol, Eaton and Nationwide,
use the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation facilities to select winners on the
basis of test scores, academic records, leadership and other accomplishments. Some corporate foundations award
scholarships to particular fields related to their industry;
Lubrizol, for instance, supports 43 colleges and universities
with awards primarily in chemistry, engineering and environmental studies.
About 25 OGF private and corporate foundation members support higher education through grants to the Ohio
Foundation of Independent Colleges. It manages the entire
scholarship administration process and last year provided
over $2.3 million to 1,000 students. And, some foundations
give to local scholarships funds, such as the Cleveland Scholarship Program, which received $100,000 from The George
Gund Foundation and $150,000 from Eaton Corporation.
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Assets and Giving

T

he number, assets and giving
of Ohio’s foundations continued to rebound in 2005, with
assets setting a record at $15.91
billion, up from $14.87 in 2004.
Foundation giving topped the $1
billion mark for the fourth time,
increasing by five percent to
$1.05 billion. And, the number of
foundations created in the state
showed slow but steady growth
in 2005, reaching 3,172 and representing a modest increase of
3.6 percent.

Ohio Foundation Data, 2001 to 2005

Foundation assets reached a new peak in 2005, while foundation
giving has not yet surpassed the level set in 2001.

# of Foundations
Total Giving
Total Assets
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Source: Foundation Center, 2007

2001
2005
2,967	3,172
$1.08 b
$1.05 b
$13.19 b
$15.91 b

% Change
7
3
21

Number of Foundations
The increase in the number of foundations in the
state, as in the nation, has been slow but steady in the
21st century, following the explosive growth of foundations in 1990s. Ohio had 3,172 active grantmaking
foundations in 2005, 110 more than in 2004. Over the
past five years, Ohio had a net gain of 205 active grantmaking foundations, up from 2,967 in 2001 and 1,944 in
1996. The number of new foundations filing articles of
incorporation with the Ohio Secretary of State rose to
105 in 2006, reversing the downward trend of previous
years, from 188 in 2002 to 129 in 2003, 98 in 2004 and 75
in 2005. In 2005, Ohio
again ranked 7th in the
nation in the number of
Number of Foundations, 2005
foundations, the same
The top ten states had 42,483
as in 2004. Ohio’s 3,172
foundations, 60 percent of U.S.
foundations representfoundations.
ed five percent of the
1. New York
9, 016
nation’s 71,095 founda2. California
6, 606
tions. New York ranked
	3. Illinois	3,902
first with 9,016 founda4. Pennsylvania	3,896
tions and Alaska ranked
5. Texas	3,773
fiftieth with 70 founda6. Florida	3,739
tions.
7. Ohio
3,172
8. Massachusetts	3,026
Foundation Assets
9. North Carolina
2,803
Ohio assets grew
at a slower pace in 2005
10. New Jersey
2,550
at seven percent (compared to 12 percent in Source: Foundation Center, 2007
2004), similar to the
eight percent growth
nationally. Ohio ranked tenth in foundation assets in
2005 (up from eleventh in 2004), with assets totaling
$15.91 billion, approximately three percent of the nation’s assets of $550.55 billion. New York ranked first
in the country with foundation assets of $91.43 billion
and North Dakota ranked fiftieth at $193.11 million.
For a second year, Ohio foundations posted an
asset increase of over $1 billion. This is attributable
to the rise in gifts received in 2005, as well as the performance of the stock market. Ohio’s gain closely followed the direction of U.S. investment markets, similar to the New York Stock Exchange’s 7.0 percent 
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Assets and Giving
The ten top states held assets of $368.25 billion, 67 percent of all foundation assets in the country. Both assets (shown in bar chart) and giving are
shown in billions.

1. new york

$91.43

2. california

$83.76
$38.34

3. Washington
4. Texas

$29.76

5. michigan

$24.85

6. pennsylvania $24.00

$23.66

7. Illinois

8. New Jersey $19.60
9. Florida
10. ohio

$16.94
$15.91

1. New York
2. California
3. New Jersey
4. Pennsylvania
5. Washington
6. Texas
7. Michigan
8. Illinois
9. Florida
10. Ohio

$5.68
$4.40
$3.25
$1.91
$1.82
$1.75
$1.46
$1.40
$1.06
$1.05

Source: Foundation Center, 2007

Source: Foundation Center, 2007

Distribution by Assets

The majority of Ohio foundations have assets of less
than $1 million.

6%
$10 million to
$50 million

National Giving Ranking, 2005

ohio

3%
$50 million+

Five-Year Asset Growth

Assets were up by 20.6
percent in 2005 from their
previous 2001 peak.
20

30%
$1 million
61%
to $10
million Less than
$1 million

12.11

10
5
0

'01 '02 '03 '04 '05

Source: Foundation Center, 2007
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Source: Foundation Center, 2007

15.91

48

48
Gifts Received
Ohio foundations received
24
24
$915.67 million in gifts in 2005, up
21%
22.7 percent from the prior year
00
1981-85 86-90
91-95
‘81
‘91 96-00 01-05
‘05
when gifts declined by 15 percent,
year
and short of the peak of $1.03 bilOhio
United States
lion in gifts received in 2002. Gifts
to foundations fluctuate from year
Source: Foundation Center, 2007
to year, coming from individual giving and charitable bequests to independent and community foundations
and from company donations into their foundations.
Nationally, gifts received increased by more than 30
percent in 2005 to $31.46 billion, following a decline of
3.5 percent the prior year.
The increase in the level of gifts received in
2005 was attributable to an increase of 36 percent by
community foundations and 24 percent among independent foundations, following declines the previous
year. Also, the steep decline in donations to corporate
foundations in 2004, more than 30 percent, decreased
to a more modest six percent decline in 2005. 
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rise in 2005 (compared to an increase of more than 12
percent the prior year).
Since 1981, the assets of foundations in Ohio
have grown to nearly nine times their size, from $1.78
billion to $15.91 billion in 2005. Nationally the assets
of foundations have risen more than ten-fold during this same 25-year period, from $47.57 billion to
$550.55 billion. Both in the state and nationally, the
fastest growth was between 1996 and 2000. Over the
past ten years, the assets of Ohio’s foundations have
grown from $7.8 billion in 1996 to
$15.91 billion in 2005.
As is true across the nation, most
Growth, Foundation Assets
(61 percent) of Ohio’s foundations are
Between 2001 and 2005, Ohio
small, with assets of under $1 million.
assets rose by 21 percent, while the
However, the number of foundations
national increase was 83 percent.
with assets of $1 million or more has
115%
grown, from 36 percent in 2004 to 39
120
120
percent in 2005. Of these, most have
96
96
assets under $10 million (30.0 percent); just three percent have assets
72
72
over $100 million.
percentage of growth

Foundation Assets Ranked by State, 2005
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Assets and Giving
Distribution of Giving, 2005
Approximately 92 percent of Ohio
foundations gave less than $1
million.
ohio
7%
1%
$1 million to
$10 million+
$10 million
23%
$100,000
to $1 million

69%
Under
$100,000

Source: Foundation Center, 2007

25-Year Trend in Total Giving
Growth in Ohio giving over the past
25 years was strong, although less
dramatic than that in the U.S.
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According to a grantmaking outlook
survey conducted by Ohio Grantmakers Forum for 2005, about 35 percent of
corporate funders predicted decreased
assets in 2005, compared to more than
50 percent in 2004.
Foundation Giving
Giving by Ohio foundations continued to climb in 2005, topping the $1 billion mark for the fourth time. Ohio foundations recorded $1.05 billion in total giving in 2005, up five percent from the prior
year (compared to less than one percent
in 2004). Ohio foundation giving did not
rise above the peak of $1.077 billion seen
in 2001, although national giving rose
above its 2001 peak for a second consecutive year. Nationally, giving increased by
14.3 percent to $36.40 billion.
All of Ohio’s surrounding states saw
similar increases in giving in 2005, compared to some declines the previous year.
As noted by the Foundation Center, the
rise in foundation giving in 2005 largely
reflects the recovery in foundation assets that began in 2003.
Since 1981, total giving by foundations in Ohio has risen more than sixfold, from $162.49 million in 1981 to
$1.05 billion in 2005. Nationally, total
giving by foundations over this 25-year
period grew over nine times, from $3.79
billion to $36.40 billion. Both in the state
and nationally, the fastest growth in giving was between 1996 and 2000. Over
the past ten years, giving by Ohio foundations grew from $468 million to $1.05
billion in 2005.
Ohio continues to be among the top
ten states in giving in the nation, ranking
tenth in total foundation giving in 2005,
down from ninth in the four prior years.
New York ranked first in the country in
total foundation giving at $5.68 billion,

Comparison with Surrounding States by Giving, 2005
Number, assets, giving and foundation giving per capita were up
in Ohio and all adjacent states in 2005. Amounts are in billions,
except giving per capita.
				
Giving
State	Number 	Assets
Giving
Per Capita
Pennsylvania 	3,896
$24.00
$1.91
$154
Michigan
2,061
$24.85
$1.46
$144
Ohio
3,172
$15.91
$1.05
$91
Indiana
1,141
$15.82
$0.964
$154
Kentucky
434
$1.69
$0.106
$26
West Virginia
238
$1.03
$0.060
$33
 Increase from 2004

Source: Foundation Center, 2007

while North Dakota ranked fiftieth, giv- tion, The Greater Cincinnati Foundation,
ing $9.80 million. In 2005, foundation The Dayton Foundation, The George
giving per capita in Ohio was $91, just 39 Gund Foundation and the Mathile Family
percent of the national average of $234, Foundation.
although not the lowest in the Midwest.
In 2005, the top ten non-Ohio foundaMore than 90 percent of Ohio’s tions gave just over $65 million to Ohio orfoundations gave less
ganizations, as shown on
than $1 million in 2005. Of Ohio Foundation Giving
the next page a slight inthese, 69 percent gave un- Giving by Ohio foundations crease over 2004 amounts.
der $100,000. Of the eight over the past five years to- Among the larger grants
percent of foundations in taled $5.12 billion.
was $2.75 million the Bill
the state that gave over $1 1.2 $1.07
& Melinda Gates Founda$.98
million, about one percent
tion gave to the Ohio Degave more than $10 million 1.0
partment of Education to
annually. Nationally, the 0.8
promote systemic educabreakdown of giving was 0.6
tion reform.
similar.
Giving by Ohio foundaIn 2006, the top ten 0.4
tions to non-Ohio recipifoundations as gauged by 0.2
ents totaled close to $62
assets held more than 30 0.0
million among the top ten
'01 '02 '03 '04 '05
percent of all foundation
funding outside the state.
assets in Ohio, as shown in Source: Foundation Center, 2007
Among the grants awarded
the chart on page 9. Similarwas a $500,000 grant to the
ly, the top ten in total giving represented American Red Cross National Headquar30 percent of all foundation giving in the ters for Hurricane Katrina relief efforts
state. Six Ohio foundations are in the top and $300,000 from The George Gund
ten in both assets and giving: The Cleve- Foundation to the National Women’s Law
land Foundation, The Columbus Founda- Center for operating support.
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Top Ten Foundations

In 2005,

the top ten non-Ohio foundations gave
just over $65 million to Ohio organizations. Among these top ten, giving was led for the first time
by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, with its grants to
improve education in the state.

In 2006,

the top ten foundations by assets held
about one-third (33.8 percent) of the
state’s foundation assets. The top ten foundations by giving
also awarded about one-third of all grant dollars (34.7 percent) given in the state.

Top Non-Ohio Foundations Giving in Ohio, 2005

Top Ten Ohio Foundations by Assets, 2006

The top ten U.S. foundations contributed $65.04 million
in Ohio, close to $2 million more than in 2004. Amounts
are shown in millions

The top ten Ohio foundations held $5.37 billion in assets
in 2006, over $70 million more than in 2005. Amounts
are shown in millions unless otherwise noted.

1. Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . $17.55
2. Abbott Laboratories Fund. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $12.06
3. The Sherman Fairchild Foundation, Inc.. . . . . . . $5.25
4. John S. and James L. Knight Foundation. . . . . . $5.15
5. Dyson Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.00
6. Leslie H. Wexner Charitable Fund. . . . . . . . . . . . $4.96
7. The Kresge Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.08
8. Chase Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.72
9. The MBNA Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.70
10. Walton Family Foundation, Inc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.57

1. The Cleveland Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.891
2. The Columbus Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $978.91
3. The George Gund Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . .  $527.68
4. The Greater Cincinnati Foundation. . . . . . . . . $461.82
5. Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland. . $434.40
6. The Charles F. Kettering Foundation. . . . . . . . $323.30
7. Mathile Family Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $318.77
8. Osteopathic Heritage Foundations. . . . . . . . . $300.54
9. The Dayton Foundation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $293.70
10. Jack and Lilyan Mandel Foundation. . . . . . . $280.242

Source: Foundation Center, 2007. Based on all grants of $10,000 or more awarded by a
sample of close to 1,200 larger U.S. foundations.

Source: Foundation Center; Guidestar; OGF: 2007
1 Amount in billions. 2 2005 data

Top Ohio Foundations Giving to Non-Ohio Recipients

Top Ten Ohio Foundations by Total Giving, 2006

The top ten Ohio foundations gave $61.89 million to
non-Ohio recipients in 2005, over $5 million more than
in 2004. Amounts are shown in millions.

Source: Foundation Center, 2007. Based on all grants of $10,000 or more awarded by a
sample of close to 1,200 larger U.S. foundations.

Source: Foundation Center; Guidestar; OGF: 2007
1 2005 data
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1. The Procter & Gamble Fund. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $10.37
2. National City Charitable Foundation. . . . . . . . . .  $8.59
3. Nationwide Foundation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.43
4. The Jay and Jean Schottenstein Foundation. . .  $6.22
5. The Creech Family Charitable Trust. . . . . . . . . . .  $5.92
6. The George Gund Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $4.97
7. The Weatherhead Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $4.96
8. The Columbus Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $4.93
9. The Lerner Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $4.40
10. Timken Foundation of Canton. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $4.12

The top ten Ohio foundations gave $389.95 million in
2006, nearly $25 million more than in 2005. Amounts
are shown in millions and include giving outside Ohio.
1. Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland. . . $73.43
2. The Columbus Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $72.25
3. The Cleveland Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $72.15
4. Nationwide Foundation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $64.69
5. The Greater Cincinnati Foundation. . . . . . . . . . $35.30
6. The Dayton Foundation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $33.86
7. Procter & Gamble Fund. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25.01
8. National City Charitable Foundation. . . . . . . . .  $24.87
9. The Lerner Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $23.001
10. The George Gund Foundation. . . . . . . . . . . . .  $21.37

2007
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Where the Dollars Go

F

oundation and corporate giving
programs in Ohio continued
their strong tradition of supporting
a wide array of funding areas last
year. OGF Foundation 100 survey
respondents indicated that education once again received the largest
share of dollars awarded in 2006,
$93.9 million, mirroring the national experience, followed equally
by health and human services.1
This year the survey includes one
funding area to explore the kinds of
causes Ohio foundations support;
this year’s focus is on health.

Foundation Areas of Giving in Ohio and The United States
The education funding area continued to receive the most support from Ohio
and U.S. foundations. The charts compare Ohio and national funding areas.
foundation 100100
OGF Foundation

3.2%
3.8%
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10

3%

0.1%

International

26.2%

13.6%
14.8%

18.7%

16.6%
Source: OGF; Foundation Center: 2007

National
4.3%
5.3%

2.7%

2.3%
23.4%

12.8%
22.3%

13%
13.9%

education
Education
health
Health
human services
Human
Services
public/society
Public/Society
Benefit
arts/culture
Arts/Culture/Humanities
other
Other
environment/animals
Environment/Animals
religion
Religion
int’l
International

OGF’s 2007 survey found that Ohio funders also
spread their dollars broadly across all types of support,
from project support to capital and operating grants.
Over 50 percent of funders indicated they provide support for all areas except advocacy and endowment,
where less than 25 percent of grantmakers give grant
dollars.
Taking a closer look at health funding by the OGF
Foundation 100 this year, the health field represented
18 percent of grants awarded in 2006, similar to the
prior year. OGF Foundation 100 support for health
totaled $74.5 million,
up from $66.6 million in
Top Ten Health Issues Supported by
2005.
the OGF Foundation 100 (in rank order)
Nearly 84 percent of
1. Access to Care
those surveyed indicated
2. Children/Youth
that they provided proj	3.
Aging
ect/program support in
4.
Mental Health
the health area; general
5.
Quality of Care
support was a far second
6. Public Health
at 47.1 percent. To a more
7. Disease-related
limited extent, health
8. Health promotion
funding also provided
9. Substance abuse
dollars in capital support,
10. Medical research
multi-year support, challenge or matching grants, Source: Foundation Center, 2007
capacity building, schol- 5-6 were tied; 7-9 were tied.
arships and advocacy.
The focus of health funding has shifted over the
past two decades. Funding that was heavily concentrated on hospital construction, biomedical research
and physician education has broadened significantly
to include public health and related issues. This is
exemplified in Ohio where OGF foundation leaders
ranked the most important health issues receiving the
highest level of support last year. More than half of the
respondents ranked access to care – including both
financial and other barriers – at the top. Also at the
top: children and youth, aging and mental health. Other issues that funders supported include oral health,
health workforce, public policy, racial/ethnic disparities, medical education, reproductive health, hospice
care and health literacy.

1

 Excludes an extraordinary $50 million grant the Nationwide Foundation awarded to
Children’s Hospital in Columbus.
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Health Funders

T

Ohio’s Top Ten Health-Related Foundations by Assets, 2006

Ohio’s top ten health-related foundations held $1.24 billion in assets with
$49.13 in total giving, representing eight percent of assets and five percent
of giving in the state.
Assets (millions) /

Giving (millions)

1. OSTEOPATHIC HERITAGE FOUNDATIONS
2. CINCINNATI HEALTH1

$224.14/$9.51

6. SISTERS, CLE. $84.96/$2.25

8.
9.

Assets

$151.85/$4.17

5. SISTERS, CAN. $85.37/$2.64

7. CMAF

Giving

$259.10/$9.28

3. SAINT LUKE’S
4. MT. SINAI2

$300.54/$10.61

$82.34/$1.95
$49.63/$6.14

$30.56/$1.19

10. $23.83/$1.38
Source: Foundation Center, Guidestar, OGF: 2007
1 Giving includes $977,766 in direct charitable operating programs. 2 Supporting organization of the Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland. 3 Supporting organization of The Greater
Cincinnati Foundation.

Top Ten Health-Related Foundations
1. Osteopathic Heritage Foundations
2. The Health Foundation of Greater
		 Cincinnati1
	3. Saint Luke’s Foundation of
		 Cleveland, Ohio
4. Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation2
5. Sisters of Charity Foundation
		 of Canton
6. Sisters of Charity Foundation of
		 Cleveland
7. Columbus Medical Association
		 Foundation
8. The Cardinal Health Foundation
9. The Anthem Foundation of Ohio3
10. The Brentwood Foundation

The Brentwood Foundation has a
$90,000 fund giving stipends so medical residents can attend educational
conferences.
Cardinal Health provides $112,500
to Health Careers Foundation, which
administers scholarship and loan programs in the health care field.
The Osteopathic Heritage Foundation of Nelsonville has a scholarship
fund of $75,000 to honor former board
member David S. Fraedrich. Established in 2003, it supports Athens and
Hocking county students pursuing
nursing degrees at Hocking College.
Saint Luke’s Foundation of Cleveland, Ohio provides over $30,000 to
Case Western Reserve University’s
Physician Executive Institute, which
provides management and leadership
training designed to complement the
physician’s medical training. St. Luke’s
exclusively funds scholarships to physicians serving low-income populations.
Physicians at MetroHealth, NEON,
Neighborhood Family Practice, Care
Alliance and the Free Clinic have received scholarships.
Saint Luke’s created a special nursing scholarship fund for items not covered by financial aid when it discovered
that low-income nursing students at
Cuyahoga Community College were
sometimes forced to leave the program
because of unexpected personal expenses. The foundation contributes $50,000
to the fund every year and helps to keep
much needed nursing students on the
road to finishing their degree.
Tuscora Park Health and Wellness
Foundation of Barberton offer $15,000
in annual nursing scholarships to area
residents.
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he emergence of health-related
foundations has had a substantial
impact on the field of health care delivery and on philanthropy. Ohio has more
than 20 health-related foundations, one
of only five states having ten or more
such foundations. This includes both
foundations described as health conversion foundations (those created or
expanded as a result of changes in the
health care industry such as sale of a
nonprofit hospital, health system or
health plan to a for-profit entity) and
others.
Many of the health-related foundations in Ohio have emerged as prominent funders in the state. Some concentrate their grantmaking specifically
on health, while others focus on the
broader needs of communities. For example, some focus on childhood, housing and poverty. They take the form
of independent foundations, operating
foundations and public charities.
A number of Ohio’s health-focused
foundations support students desiring
to enter a health care profession by
providing scholarship dollars. While
most scholarships fund tuition, some
cover unexpected or extra costs such
as conference fees or unplanned personal expenses.
Here is just a sampling of health career scholarships offered:
The Austin-Bailey Health and Wellness Foundation offers a $4,000 scholarship to five students majoring in nursing,
physical therapy, dental hygiene, medical records or related fields and a $6,000
scholarship in memory of Gerald Meck
to an Ohio University student studying
osteopathic medicine. Since 2001, 28
students have received nearly $160,000
to pursue health related careers.
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Types of Foundations

I

n 2005, Ohio’s 3,172 active grantmaking foundations included
2,790 independent, 153 corporate,
68 community and 161 operating
foundations headquartered in Ohio,
as reported by the Foundation Center. Ohio’s community and corporate foundations are ranked in the
top ten in number, assets and giving
among all states in the country.

Aggregate Data for Ohio Foundations by Type, 2005
Number
Independent
2,790
Corporate
153
Community
68
Operating
161
Total	3,172

%
88.0
4.8
2.1
5.1
100.0

1 Amount in billions. Source: Foundation Center, 2007

Assets (m)
%
$10.17 1
63.9
$929.61
5.8
$4.55 1
28.6
$251.41
1.6
$15.91 1
100.0

Total Giving (m)
%
$601.50
57.5
$180.64
17.2
$259.24
24.7
$6,363
0.6
$1.05 1
100.0

Independent foundations made up 88 percent of foundations in Ohio, with 64 percent of
all foundation assets and 57 percent of all foundation giving. Ohio’s community foundation assets totaled Assets by Foundation Type
29 percent of all foundation Independent and community
assets and giving represented foundations represented more
25 percent of Ohio foundation than 92 percent assets in the
assets foundation types
state.
giving.
While Ohio’s corporate
1.6%
5.8%
foundation assets were six
Operating
Corporate
percent, their giving represented 17 percent of all foundation giving. (Excluded from
the analysis is information on
28.6%
corporate giving programs.)
Community
Ohio also had more than 300
64%
Independent
grantmaking public charities,
which are not included in the
accompanying tables due to
the difficulty in gathering inSource: Foundation Center, 2007
formation consistently and
completely by the Foundation
Center. Information on both kinds of grantmakers is presented later in the report, based on
Ohio Grantmakers Forum’s research efforts.

Giving by Foundation Type
Total giving by Ohio’s independent foundations totaled
$601.50 million in 2005, more
giving
types
than
half foundation
of all foundation
giving in the state.
0.6%
Operating
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17.2%
Corporate
57.5%
24.7%
Community Independent

Source: Foundation Center, 2007

inde
com
corp
ope

Number by Foundation Type
Independent foundations made up
the largest portion of Ohio foundations, 88 percent, just as they did
ohioatfoundation
nationally,
89 percent. types
4.8%
2.1%
Corporate
Community
5.1%
Operating

independent
community
corporate
88%
operating
Independent
Source: Foundation Center, 2007

in
o
c
c
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Independent Foundations

The assets of the top ten totaled more than $2.65 billion.
Assets (millions) /

Giving (millions)

1. THE GEORGE GUND FOUNDATION

$527.68/$21.37

2. MATHILE FAMILY FOUNDATION

$318.77/$17.46

3. OSTEOPATHIC HERITAGE

$300.54/$10.61

4. MANDEL
5. HAILE

$260.00/$2.60
$227.42/$9.72

7. SAINT LUKE’S

$224.14/$9.51

8. GAR

1. The George Gund Foundation
2. Mathile Family Foundation
	3. Osteopathic Heritage Foundations
4. Jack and Lilyan Mandel
		 Foundation1
5. The Carol Ann and Ralph Haile, Jr./
		 US Bancorp Foundation
6. Timken Foundation of Canton
7. Saint Luke’s Foundation of
		 Cleveland, Ohio
8. GAR Foundation
9. John J. and Mary R. Schiff
		 Foundation
10. The Kelvin and Eleanor Smith
		 Foundation

$280.24/$8.59

6. TIMKEN

$179.62/$8.19

9. SCHIFF

$169.11/$5.72

10. SMITH

$167.42/$7.96

Top Ten Independent Foundations

Source: Foundation Center, Guidestar, OGF: 2007

1 2005 data

Independent Foundation Assets and Giving, 2005
Independent foundation assets 12
had a net gain of 23 percent
over the past five years. Total 10
giving by Ohio’s independent
foundations totaled $2.90 bil8
lion between 2001 and 2005.

7.61

6
4

0

'01

'02

'03

'04

'05

2007

Source: Foundation Center, 2007

601.50
million

531.23
million

2
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Assets (billions)
Giving (millions)

10.17

hio’s independent foundations – some of
which were established in the early 1900s
– exhibit a variety that stems from the diversity
of wealth sources from which they are derived,
a diversity that continues today. Ohio had 2,790 independent foundations in 2005, up
Independent Foundation
by 90 from 2004, with growth
Giving, Ohio and U.S.
in number and giving lagging
slightly behind that seen naOhio giving totaled $2.90 billion
over the past five years. Below
tionally, and assets up a bit
illustrates the annual percentage
more. The national growth
change in giving over the past five
(five percent) in independent
years.
foundations in 2005 outpaced
25
25
Ohio’s three percent in$633 m
20
crease. Independent founda20
tions made up 88 percent of
15
15
$25.2 b
all foundations in the state,
10
10
compared to 89 percent na5
5
tionally.
0
0
The assets of Ohio’s in-5
-5
dependent foundations to-10
-10
taled $10.17 billion in 2005,
$562 m
-15
-15
up eight percent, surpassing
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
‘01
‘02
‘03
‘04
‘05
the previous high record of
year
$9.43 billion set in 2004. NaOhio (millions) U.S. (billions)
tionally, independent foundation assets rose by seven Source: Foundation Center, 2007
percent to $455.6 billion, also
a new record. The assets of
Ohio’s independent foundations represented 63.9
percent of foundation assets in the state. Nationally, independent foundation assets represented
83.3 percent of all foundation assets in the U.S.
Giving by Ohio’s independent foundations increased by 5.1 percent in 2005 to $601.50 million,
following a 7.7 increase the prior year. Nationally,
independent giving rose by 8.0 percent, compared
to 3.4 percent in 2004. Just over half of giving by
foundations in Ohio is by independent foundations
compared to about 70 percent nationally. The top
ten Ohio independent foundations gave a total of
$101.74 million in 2006, an estimated 17 percent
of all independent foundation giving in the state.
percentage of change

Ohio’s Top Ten Independent Foundations by Assets, 2006

O
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Corporate Foundations & Giving Programs

O

Corporate Foundation Giving Ranked by State, 2006
The top ten states accounted for 68 percent of all corporate foundation
giving in the country.

$503.90

1. New York

$461.43

2. new jersey
$296.45

3. california

$254.04

4. north carolina

$237.84

5. illinois

$224.51

6. michigan

$211.41

7. texas
8. minnesota

$185.67

9. Ohio

$180.64

10. arkansas

$158.30

Source: Foundation Center, 2007
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Corporate Foundation Assets
Ranked by State, 2006
		1. New York
		2. California
		3. Pennsylvania
		4. Illinois
		5. New Jersey
		6. Ohio
		7. Texas
		8. Michigan
		9. Massachusetts
10. Minnesota

Source: Foundation Center, 2007

$2.36 b
$1.92 b
$1.23 b
$958.35 m
$936.34 m
$929.61 m
$883.76 m
$842.90 m
$806.76 m
$697.02 m

hio’s historic, strong industrial bases are responsible for a vibrant corporate philanthropy
tradition that takes many forms, including corporate
foundations and corporate giving programs that may
provide both cash and in-kind contributions. Most of
the available data on corporate philanthropy relate to
corporate foundations reporting data to the IRS. The
number of corporate foundations in Ohio totaled 153
in 2005, up only one from the prior year and just shy
of the peak of 154 recorded in 2001. Nationally, the
number of corporate foundations was equally modest,
up by 11. Ohio moved up to fourth place (from fifth
place in 2004) in the
number of corporate
Corporate Foundation Numbers by State, 2005
foundations headquartered in the
1. New York.................. 248
state and together
2. California...................171
with other Midwest	3.
Illinois....................... 170
ern states held over
4. Ohio.......................... 153
a third of the 2,607
5. Pennsylvania........... 151
corporate founda6. Wisconsin................ 139
tions in the country.
Ohio
corpo7. Massachusetts........ 121
rate foundation as8. Texas........................ 102
sets have remained
9. Minnesota...................96
steady, growing by
10. North Carolina..........93
one percent in 2005
Source: Foundation Center, 2007
to $929.61 million,
similar to the 1.8 Bob Evans CEO, Don Radkoski, Joann Yasses and Judy Tedhams
percent rise in 2004. present a check to Miguel Perez (center) with the Komen
Their assets grew al- Columbus Foundation at the 2007 Race for the Cure.
most seven percent
nationally in 2005, a bit lower than the 7.7 percent
increase in the previous year. Ohio’s slower growth
is primarily related to the leveling off of company
giving to their corporate foundations in 2005, down
six percent. Nationally, gifts received by corporate
foundations rose by nine percent in 2005. Corporate
foundation assets and giving are largely based on
gifts received from the parent company, based upon
yearly profits. Corporate foundation assets in Ohio
represent 5.8 percent of foundation assets in the state,
compared to 3.2 percent nationally. Ohio ranked sixth
in the country in corporate foundation assets in 2005,
down from fifth in 2004.
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Corporate Foundations & Giving Programs
Ohio’s Top Ten Corporate Foundations by Giving, 2006

Ohio’s top ten corporate foundations had total giving of $183.16
million in 2006, $72 million more than in 2005.

1. nationwide foundation

$64.691

2. procter & gamble $25.01
3. national city

$24.87

4. battelle $14.50
5. limited $13.72
$12.10

6. fed.

7. key

$11.08

8.

$6.14

9.

$5.72

10. $5.33
Source: Foundation Center, Guidestar, OGF: 2007
1 Includes an extraordinary $50 million grant the
Nationwide Foundation awarded to Children’s
Hospital in Columbus.

Top Ten Corporate Foundations

1. The Nationwide Foundation
2. Procter & Gamble Fund
	3. National City Charitable 		
		 Foundation
4. Battelle
5. Limited Brands Foundation2
6. Federated Department Stores
		 Foundation
7. The Key Foundation
8. The Cardinal Health Foundation
9. Scripps Howard Foundation3
10. Progressive Insurance 			
		 Company Foundation3
2 Supporting Organization of The Columbus Foundation
3 2005 Data

Corporate foundation giving in Ohio rose
modestly in 2005, up 1.4 percent to $180.64 million. This compares to the 16 percent increase
seen nationally, growth largely due to 2005 giving
for disaster relief. Corporate foundation giving accounted for 17.2 percent of all foundation giving
in Ohio in 2005, compared to 11 percent nationally. Ohio ranked ninth in the country in corporate
foundation giving in 2005, down from seventh in
2004. Other corporate foundations in Ohio are not
included in the data presented here because they
are organized as public charities. These include
Battelle, Gift of Sight Foundation, JonesDay Foundation and Plain Dealer Charities.

Corporate Foundation Assets, Giving

Ohio corporate foundation assets are gradually increasing to those seen in 2001 while
giving has remained level after a peak in
2001.
1000

834.6

800
15

600
400
200
0

192.2

175.1

'01

'02

Assets (millions)

'03

Source: Foundation Center, 2007

'04

'05

Giving (millions)

2007

Background photo: FirstEnergy employee volunteers participate in a Habitat for
Humanity house building project as part of a United Way Day of Caring.

942.4
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Corporate Giving Programs
Corporate foundations are not the only way
companies make charitable contributions. Many
have corporate giving programs instead of or in
addition to their foundation. Corporate giving programs contribute to communities not only with
cash but with equipment, furniture, employee
volunteers, loaned executives, office and meeting
space, printing and graphic design services and
product donations.
Many corporate giving programs are associated with Ohio-grown companies founded in the
19th and early- to mid-20th century in Ohio. Such
programs include those of The Procter & Gamble
Company, National City Corporation, Westfield
Insurance, Sherwin-Williams Company, Scotts,
American Electric Power Company, Owens-Illinois, Eaton Corporation, Forest City Enterprises,
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company, The Lubrizol Corporation, Grange Mutual, RPM International, Nordson Corporation and KeyBank. More
recently established companies providing philanthropic dollars to their communities are LexisNexis, Cardinal Health, The Longaberger Company,
FirstEnergy and Dominion.
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Community Foundations

O

Community Foundation Assets Ranked by State, 2005

The top ten states accounted for 62 percent of all community
foundations, 60 percent of assets (shown in bar chart) and 59
percent of giving.
Assets in billions (number of foundations)

1. california

$6.18 (49)

2. ohio

$4.55 (68)

3. oklahoma

$2.45 (4)

4. new york

$1.88 (19)

5. michigan

$1.71 (66)

6. indiana

$1.54 (76)

7. texas
8. illinois

$1.52 (28)
$1.49 (19)

9. minnesota $1.47 (17)
10. penn.

$1.27 (38)

Source: Foundation Center, 2007
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Community Foundations, Giving Rank
State
Number
1. California
49
2. Ohio
68
	3. Texas
28
4. New York
19
5. Missouri
7
6. North Carolina 19
7. Georgia
10
8. Tennessee
5
9. Michigan
66
10. Minnesota
17

Giving (m)
$516.12
$259.24
$250.03
$181.22
$155.93
$128.30
$109.45
$106.22
$99.25
$94.12

hio’s community foundations epitomize homegrown
philanthropy with their place-based focus, raising
and granting dollars locally. Since the 1914 founding of
the world’s first community foundation, The Cleveland
Foundation, these community-based grantmaking organizations have flourished in Ohio. They are spread widely
across the state in urban, suburban and rural areas. And,
while this Ohio-seeded variety of philanthropy spread
around the country and the world, its growth is most
substantial in the Midwest, where close to one-third of
the 707 U.S. community foundations reside in just three
states: Indiana, Michigan and Ohio.
The Foundation Center reports that
Ohio had 68 grantmaking community
National Rank of Community
foundations in 2005, compared to 66 the
Foundation Numbers
previous year and second in number to In1. Indiana
76
diana, which listed 76 community founda2.
Ohio
68
tions. Community foundations that did not
	3.
Michigan
66
make grants in 2005 were excluded in the
4.
California
52
data count. OGF conducts its own survey
5.
Pennsylvania	38
of community foundations serving Ohio
that includes geographic affiliate funds
6. Wisconsin
29
organized as community foundations.
7. Texas
28
With these funds taken into account, Ohio
8. Florida
26
community foundations total 73 plus 16 ad9. Illinois
19
ditional geographic affiliates organized as
10. New York
19
community foundations.
11. North Carolina
19
The assets of Ohio’s community foundations rose to $4.55 billion in 2005, up six
Source: Foundation Center, 2007
percent from the previous year, with giving of $259.24 million, up five percent from
2004.1 Nationally, assets were up by 15 percent and giving
by 10 percent. Ohio continues to be second only to California in both assets and giving of community foundations.
Community foundation assets accounted for 28.6 percent
of all foundation assets in Ohio, compared to 8.1 percent
nationally. Community foundation giving represented 24.7
percent of all foundation giving in Ohio in 2005, compared
to 8.8 percent nationally. As noted in the charts, the ranking of assets and total giving does not necessarily relate to
the number of community foundations in a state.

 OGF’s survey of community foundations collected 2006 data and reported 73 foundations
with assets of $4.93 billion, giving of $278.16 million and gifts of $348.93 million.
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Community Foundations
Assets, Giving and Gifts Received for Community Foundations
Ohio community foundation
assets rose 21.3 percent and
giving 5.1 percent from 2001
to 2005, while gifts received
increased by 22.9 percent.
Assets
Gifts Received
Giving

6

4.55
billion

5
4
3
2
1
0

Source: Foundation Center, 2007

229.9
million

245.7
million
'01

'02

'03

'04

'05

Ohio’s Top Ten Community Foundations by Assets, 2006

The top ten community foundation had combined assets of $4.31 billion,
$41 million more than in 2005.
Assets (millions) /

Giving (millions)

1. the cleveland foundation
2. the columbus foundation
3. gcf
4.

$1.89 b/$72.15 Giving
$978.91/$72.25

Assets

$461.82/$35.30
$293.70/$33.86

$165.25/$5.89

6.

$142.84/$6.60

7.

$138.01/$7.25

8. $82.46/$3.85
9. $81.82/$2.66
10. $74.52/$4.08
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Source: Foundation Center, Guidestar, OGF: 2007

1. The Cleveland Foundation
2. The Columbus Foundation
	3. The Greater Cincinnati Foundation
4. The Dayton Foundation
5. Stark Community Foundation
6. Akron Community Foundation
7. Toledo Community Foundation
8. Community Foundation of Lorain
		 County
9. The Youngstown Foundation
10. Hamilton Community Foundation

ohio: state of philanthropy
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Top Ten Community Foundations

Many community foundations have donor advised
funds, which provide individuals and their families with
ways to engage in charitable giving while taking advantage of the expertise and assistance of community foundation staff. Individuals create donor advised funds by donating assets to a public charity; they may then recommend
when, how and which charities receive gifts from the
fund, but do not control the assets or their investment.
OGF research found that 48 of Ohio’s community foundations had about 3,252 donor-advised funds, up five percent
from the prior year. These funds held combined assets of
$657.80 million in 2005, up six percent from 2004. Among
those holding the largest number were The Greater Cincinnati Foundation (724), The Columbus Foundation
(540) and The Cleveland Foundation (380). Distributions
from these funds totaled more than $80 million.
Another vehicle for giving at community foundations
is the supporting organization, which is set up as distinct
legal entity and often holds more assets than a donor advised fund. Similar to a donor advised fund, a supporting
organization provides an individual or family with a way
to support charitable causes while utilizing the services
of the community foundation in managing the funds and
grantmaking. A supporting organization must meet one
of three complex legal tests that assure, at a minimum,
that the organization being supported has some influence
over the actions of the supporting organization. The community foundations in Cleveland, Columbus and Dayton
account for the largest portion of supporting organizations in the state. According to OGF research conducted
in 2007, 12 community foundations now have a total of 73
supporting organizations with assets of $526.89 million
that distributed $36.15 million in 2006.
The community foundations in Cleveland, Columbus
and Dayton account for the largest portion of supporting
organizations in the state. According to OGF research
conducted in 2007, 12 community foundations now have
a total of 73 supporting organizations. They hold more
than $500 million in assets and distributed more than
$36 million in grants in 2006. Among them are the Ingram-White Castle Foundation (The Columbus Foundation), The Sherwick Fund (The Cleveland Foundation)
and The Anthem Foundation of Ohio (Greater Cincinnati Foundation).

organized philanthropy

Other Foundation Types
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Grantmaking public charities derive their
support
from various members of the public
Top Ten Grantmaking Public Charities by Assets, 2006
rather
than
a single source, such as a family
The top ten held assets totaling $1.10 billion and giving of $120.11
or
business.
Some public charities raise funds
million.
from the general public, much like a commuGiving (millions)
Assets (millions) /
nity foundation, while others solicit dollars
from within a professional community, such as
$434.40/$73.43
1. JEWISH COMMUNITY FEDERATION
Giving
lawyers or doctors. Program interests and missions of grantmaking public charities are multi$259.10/$9.28
2. HEALTH FDN, CINCI
varied. Often, their focus is on specific populaAssets
tions or causes, such as health, poverty, social
$203.89/$7.56
3. SC MINISTRY
justice and self-sufficiency issues.
Since the IRS does not have a separate
classification
for public foundations other than
$136.44/$5.49
4.
Top Ten Public Charities
community
foundations,
grantmaking public
1. Jewish Community Federation of
charities
can
be
difficult
to
identify using IRS
$110.81/$9.54
5.
		 Cleveland
definitions and resources. For this reason the
2. The Health Foundation of Greater
Foundation Center does not include grantmak$85.55/$5.86
6.
		 Cincinnati1
ing public charities, other than community
	3. SC Ministry
foundations, in its aggregate analyses of U.S.
$85.37/$2.64
4. KnowledgeWorks Foundation
7.
foundations.
5. Barberton Community Foundation
Operating Foundations
6. Columbus Jewish Foundation
$84.96/$2.25
8.
As defined by the Foundation Center, an
7. Sisters of Charity Foundation of
operating
foundation is a 501(c)(3) organiza		
Canton
$82.34/$1.95
9.
tion
classified
by the IRS as a private foundation
8. Sisters of Charity Foundation of
whose
primary
purpose is to conduct research,
		 Cleveland
10. $60.97/$1.83
social welfare or other programs determined
9. Columbus Medical Association
Source: Foundation Center, Guidestar, OGF: 2007
by its governing body or charter. Some grants
		 Foundation
may be made, but the sum is generally small
10. Deaconess Community Foundation
relative to the funds used for the foundation’s
1 Giving includes $977,766 in direct charitable operating
own programs.
programs.
Ohio had 161 operating foundations in
2005, up 11.8 percent from the prior year, compared to a 7.1 percent increase nationally. The
steady growth in operating foundations both in
Ohio and in the U.S. may be related to the trend
for more donors to choose to develop and administer their own programs instead of serving
as a funding resource for other groups.
The assets of Ohio’s operating foundations
rose to $251.41 million, up 8.5 percent from
2004, compared to national growth of 8.9 percent. Giving by operating foundations in Ohio
totaled $6.4 million, up 3.2 percent, compared
to 10.9 percent in the U.S.

Top Ten Private Operating Foundations
by Assets, 2006

Assets (m)

1. The Charles F. Kettering Foundation
.................................................$323.30
2. The A.M. McGregor Home
................................................. $145.57
3. The Dawes Arboretum
................................................... $72.40
4. Charles Kelley King Trust No. 31
................................................... $38.82
5. The Glen at St. Joseph
................................................... $33.02
6. The Judson Palmer Home
................................................... $30.88
7. Greenacres Foundation
................................................... $24.92
8. Lucy R. Buechner Corporation
................................................... $18.49
9. Stranahan Theatre Trust
................................................... $14.13
10. Crane Hollow, Inc.
................................................... $10.57
Source: Foundation Center, Guidestar, OGF: 2007
1 2005 data

regional philanthropy

Overview

This year’s regional analysis includes both Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) and non-MSA
data.
Statewide, Ohio foundation assets increased by
seven percent and giving increased by four percent
over the prior year, with variation by region. Among
the eight major MSAs in the state, all recorded a rise
in assets, ranging from three to 10 percent. Similarly,
the MSAs all recorded increases in total giving, ranging from two to twelve percent. Within regions there
was also variation by constituency, as will be seen in
the regional profiles that follow.
Looking at the distribution of foundations, assets
and giving by region, independent foundations represented the largest portion of Ohio’s foundations,
from 81 percent in the central region to 91 percent
in the northeast. Similarly, independent foundations
represented the largest portion of assets and giving
in all regions except central Ohio, where community
foundation assets and giving were highest.
Community foundation assets ranged from 22
percent of the assets of foundations in the southeast
to 52 percent of those in central Ohio, while giving
ranged from 13 percent of giving by foundations in
the southeast to 49 percent by those in the central region. Corporate giving ranged from just one percent
of giving among foundations in the southeast to 23
percent of those in the southwest.

I

n 2005, Ohio’s eight largest urban
areas were home to 89 percent of
the state’s foundations, representing
94 percent of foundation assets and
giving. The 2,817 foundations in the
eight major MSAs held assets totaling $14.87 billion and had total giving of just over $1 billion. Outside of
these eight regions were an estimated 350 foundations with assets close
to $1 billion and giving of almost $60
million.

Distribution of Foundations, Assets and Giving by Region, 2005

Together, the northeast and southwest regions represent 80 percent of the assets and 79 percent of
giving by foundations in the state.
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 Metropolitan Statistical Areas have at least one urbanized area with a population of
50,000 or more, plus adjacent territory that has a high degree of social and economic
integration with the core as measured by commuting ties. Source: U.S. Census
Bureau, 2007
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Each of Ohio’s regions is distinct in the distribution of foundation giving by type. Independent foundation giving ranges from 30
percent of giving in central Ohio to 85 percent in the southeast.
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Central Ohio

Top Ten by Assets in Columbus MSA, 2006
............................................Assets (m)/Giving (m)
1. The Columbus Foundation
.......................................$978.91/$72.25
2. Osteopathic Heritage Foundations
.......................................$300.54/$10.61
3. Columbus Jewish Foundation
........................................... $85.55/$5.86
4. Nationwide Foundation
.........................................$83.90/$64.69
5. Columbus Medical Association
Foundation........................ $82.34/$1.95
6. Cardinal Health Foundation
............................................$49.63/$6.14
7. Licking County Foundation
........................................... $39.26/$2.21
8. George Edward Durell Foundation
........................................... $34.54/$1.75
9. The Harry C. Moores Foundation
........................................... $34.05/$1.83
10. Gerlach Foundation
............................................$33.14/$1.58
Source: Foundation Center, Guidestar, OGF: 2007

Assets and Giving, Columbus MSA
Total giving between 2001 and 2005
totaled $630.37 million. Amounts are
shown in billions unless otherwise noted.
Assets

2.0 b

1.5 b

Giving

1.80

1.18

2007
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143.08
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109.58
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'02

Central
Northwest

Columbus MSA
Independent, community and corporate foundations in the Columbus MSA all
experienced growth in assets and giving in
2005. Corporate foundations experienced the
most dramatic increase in 2005, with assets up 44
percent to $177.98 million and giving up 16 percent
to $29.32 million. This was primarily due to the asset
growth of the Cardinal Health Foundation and Nationwide Foundation in 2005. The assets of independent
foundations were up two percent to $678.11 million
(compared to an 80 percent increase in 2004) and giving rose by 11 percent to $42.82 million. Community
foundation assets grew by two percent to $923.09 million (after an increase of 28 percent in 2004) and giving was up by ten percent to $70.24 million (compared
to an increase of 13 percent the prior year). Once
again, the Columbus MSA had the largest percentage
of community foundation assets and giving among
Ohio’s major MSAs, representing more than 50 percent of the region’s assets and providing close to 50
percent of the area’s giving.

Aggregate Data for Foundations in Columbus MSA, 2005
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T

he central Ohio region includes the Columbus
MSA, home to 235 foundations in 2005 with assets up seven percent to $1.80 billion (up 42 percent
in 2004) and total giving up 12 percent to $143.08 million (up 17 percent in 2004). More
than a dozen foundations located in
central Ohio outside the Columbus
MSANortheast
held assets of more than $50
Southwest
million
gave over $1.5 million.
Outsideand
Major MSAs

'03

Source: Foundation Center, 2007

'04

'05

Type
Independent
Corporate
Community
Operating
Total

Foundations
190
18
8
19
235

Assets (m/b)
$678.11 m
$177.98 m
$923.09 m
$20.88 m
$1.80 b

Giving (millions)
$42.82
$29.32
$70.24
$706,000
$143.08

Source: Foundation Center, 2007. The Columbus MSA includes Delaware, Fairfield, Franklin, Licking,
Madison, Morrow, Pickaway and Union counties. The aggregate numbers do not include corporate giving
programs or grantmaking public charities, other than community foundations.

scholar dollars

Helen Smith chose to honor her
father by leaving a bequest establishing The Ellsworth Smith Memorial Fund at The Columbus Foundation. The fund provides scholarship
dollars as a way to promote and encourage outstanding young cornet
or trumpet players. Ellsworth Smith,
a Civil War veteran and Zanesville
native, played cornet with the Marietta Orchestra, performing
before four U.S. presidents
and achieving national recognition in the early 20th
century.
The Smith Fund awards
scholarships every four years
to the first and second place
winners of the prestigious
Ellsworth Smith International Trumpet Solo Competition,
sponsored by the International Trumpet Guild and The
Columbus Foundation. The
competition, held at universities in
the U.S., draws competitors from
around the world. The first place
award is $10,000 and the second
place award is a $5,000 scholarship. Twenty students have received
$108,300 in scholarship awards
since its 1988 inception.
The competition has launched
or boosted many musician careers,
including that of trumpet superstar
Jens Lindemann. Lindemann, a Juilliard School and McGill University
graduate, won the competition in
1992. Hailed as one of the most
celebrated soloists in both jazz and
classical music, he performs with
major orchestras worldwide and is
a professor of trumpet at UCLA.

scholar dollars

Northeast Ohio

T

ogether, northeast Ohio’s 1,710 foundations in four
MSAs represented 54 percent of the 3,172 foundations
in the state, 55 percent of the assets and 48 percent of the
total giving in 2005. Assets in the region were up seven
percent to $8.65 billion and giving was up by five percent
to $503.14 million, with variation by MSA. There were 48
foundations in four northeast counties outside of the four
MSAs, with assets of $202.34 million and giving of $10.42
million in 2005.
Independent foundations continued
to be the largest segment of northeast
grantmakers, representing 92 percent
of foundations in the region, compared
to 88 percent statewide and 89 percent
nationally. Independent foundations accounted for 67 percent of the area’s assets and giving in 2005, compared to 64
percent of assets and 57 percent of giving
in Ohio, and 69 percent of assets and 83 percent of giving in the U.S.
Comparing the years 2001 and 2005, foundation assets
in the northeast region showed a substantial increase, from
16 percent in the Cleveland MSA to more than 20 percent
in the Akron, Canton and Youngstown-Warren MSAs. In all
four MSAs, assets were at their five-year high in 2005, a good
indication that future giving might follow the same pattern,
reversing the downward trend of prior years. Total giving in
2005, compared to 2001, decreased in all northeast MSAs except Youngstown-Warren, where giving increased by 49 percent (primarily due to new foundation growth and one foundation spending down its assets). In the other three MSAs,
the decrease in giving ranged from one percent in Akron to
nine percent in Canton and 12 percent in Cleveland.

Aggregate Data for Foundations in Northeast Ohio MSAs, 20051
Type
Independent
Corporate
Community
Operating
Total

Foundations
1,522
67
11
60
1,710

Assets (m/b)
Giving (millions)
$5.81 b
$333.32
$391.64 m
$71.70
$2.26 b
$90.95
$186.74 m
$2.17
$8.65 b
$503.14

Source: Foundation Center, 2007
1 Excludes non-Ohio foundations in Youngstown-Warren MSA. The aggregate numbers do not include
corporate giving programs or grantmaking public charities, other than community foundations.

Top Ten by Assets in Northeast Ohio, 2006
............................................Assets (m)/Giving (m)
1. The Cleveland Foundation
..........................................$1.89b/$72.15
2. The George Gund Foundation
........................................$527.68/$21.37
3. Jewish Community Federation of
Cleveland.......................$434.40/$73.43
4. Jack and Lilyan Mandel Foundation1
.......................................... $280.24/$8.59
5. Timken Foundation of Canton
..........................................$227.42/$9.72
6. Saint Luke’s Foundation of Cleveland,
Ohio...................................$224.14/$9.51
7. GAR Foundation
..........................................$179.62/$8.19
8. The Kelvin and Eleanor Smith
Foundation........................ $167.42/$7.96
9. Stark Community Foundation
......................................... $165.25/$5.89
10. The A.M. McGregor Home
..........................................$145.57/$4.24
Source: Foundation Center, Guidestar, OGF: 2007
1 2005 data

Assets, Giving, Northeast Ohio, 2005
Total giving between 2001 and 2005 totaled
$630.37 million. Amounts are shown in
billions unless otherwise noted.
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When Tom Sullivan retired from
the family business, RPM, Inc., his
children knew immediately how best
to honor the occasion. They turned
to the cause their parents care most
deeply about, education, and created the Sullivan Scholars Fund of
The Cleveland Foundation. The fund
celebrates Tom and
Sandy Sullivan’s commitment to giving back
by providing educational opportunities for
children in northeast
Ohio. The Sullivans use
the fund as a way to
continue their family’s
philanthropic tradition.
After setting up the
fund, Frank Sullivan,
eldest son and succesTom and Sandy Sullivan
sor CEO at RPM, asked
others to join in honoring his parents. Within a few weeks, the fund
received $1 million in contributions
from RPM, its board members and
executives and long-standing company partners including National
City, KeyBank and Forest City Enterprises.
“My parents have had a great
impact in our community and everyone’s aware of it. So when you
ask for money to honor them, it’s
an easy ‘yes’ for people,” remarked
Frank. After learning of the endowment, Tom and Sandy decided to
match the dollar amount raised
and make the Sullivan Scholars
Fund a supporting organization of
The Cleveland Foundation. There is
currently $3 million in the fund and
$400,000 has been dispersed to
37 Sullivan Scholars.

regional philanthropy
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Northeast Ohio
akron

In 2005, the number of foundations in the Akron MSA rose to
200, from 178 the previous year. Assets in the region were up
six percent to $999.40 million and total giving was up ten percent
to $52.79 million. Independent foundations experienced the strongest growth in assets from the prior year, up seven percent, and
in giving, up 14 percent. This is primarily due to the increase in the
number of independent foundations recorded by the Foundation Center, up by
20 in 2005. Corporate foundation assets and giving remained level. Community
foundation assets were up by eight percent with giving up less than two percent.

Aggregate Data for Foundations in Akron MSA, 2005
Type
Foundations
Independent
178
Corporate
6
Community	3	
Operating
13	
Total
200

Assets (millions)
$660.47
$90.89
$232.69
$15.36
$999.40

Giving (millions)
$35.34
$6.94
$9.55
$963,000
$52.79

2007
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Assets (millions)
$458.72
$11.70
$144.84
$6.50
$621.77

Giving (millions)
$20.47
$1.49
$6.23
$14,000
$28.21

Top Ten by Assets, Canton-Massillon
MSA, 2006

Assets (m)/Giving (m)

Assets (m)/Giving (m)

Source: Foundation Center, Guidestar, OGF: 2007

Aggregate Data for Foundations in Canton-Massillon MSA, 2005

Source: Foundation Center, 2007. The Canton MSA includes Carroll and Stark counties. The aggregate
numbers do not include corporate giving programs or grantmaking public charities, other than community
foundations.

Top Ten by Assets, Akron MSA, 2006

22

The Canton-Massillon MSA was home to 74 foundations
in 2005 with assets up three percent to $621.77 million and
grantmaking up three percent to $28.21 million. Community
foundations showed the strongest growth in assets, up six
percent, and in giving, up 10 percent. Corporate assets were
down 21 percent and giving was down 13 percent, largely due to
The Timken Company Charitable Trust’s relocation to Wisconsin. Assets and
giving of independent foundations were up slightly in 2005.

Type
Foundations
Independent
64
Corporate
6
Community
1
Operating	3	
Total
74

Source: Foundation Center, 2007. The Akron MSA includes Portage and Summit counties. The aggregate
numbers do not include corporate giving programs or grantmaking public charities, other than community
foundations.

1. GAR Foundation
..................................... $179.62/$8.19
2. Akron Community Foundation
.....................................$142.84/$6.60
3. The Burton D. Morgan Foundation
.....................................$140.69/$4.68
4. Barberton Community Foundation
..................................... $110.81/$9.54
5. Margaret Clark Morgan Foundation
....................................... $80.55/$3.35
6. FirstEnergy Foundation
....................................... $58.79/$4.96
7. Lippman Kanfer Family Foundation
....................................... $38.87/$1.03
8. OMNOVA Solutions Foundation
.........................................$32.04/$2.03
9. Mary S. and David C. Corbin
Foundation.................... $22.85/$1.03
10. The Sisler McFawn Foundation
....................................... $21.90/$1.07

canton-massillon

Assets and Giving, Akron MSA
Giving from 2001 to 2005 totaled $254.42
million. Amounts are shown in millions.
Giving
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1. Timken Foundation of Canton
.......................................$227.42/$9.72
2. Stark Community Foundation
...................................... $165.25/$5.89
3. Sisters of Charity Foundation of
Canton ..........................$85.37 / $2.64
4. The Paul and Carol David Foundation1
.........................................$54.38/$2.67
5. The Hoover Foundation
.........................................$53.23/$2.89
6. The George H. Deuble Foundation
.........................................$29.69/$1.61
7. The Herbert W. Hoover Foundation1
..................................$23.54/$942,380
8. Fred F. Silk Charitable Foundation
..................................$13.30/$703,870
9. Frank Mangano Foundation1
..................................$12.96/$469,224
10. The Phil Wagler Charitable
Foundation1............. $10.18/$557,750
Source: Foundation Center, Guidestar, OGF: 2007
1 2005 data

Assets and Giving, CantonMassillon MSA

Giving between 2001 and 2005 totaled
$136.64 million. Amounts are shown in
millions.
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Northeast Ohio
cleveland

The Cleveland-Lorain-Elyria MSA included 1,306 foundations
in 2005, with assets of $6.63 billion, up seven percent. Giving
totaled $394.40 million, up four percent. Independent foundation
asset growth was strongest, up eight percent to $4.43 billion,
followed by community foundations, up six percent to $1.80 billion.
Giving by independent foundations rose by five percent to $262.07
million and community foundation giving rose by five percent to $66.59 million.
Corporate assets were down two percent and giving remained flat.

Foundations
1,211
50
4
41
1,306

Assets (m/b)
$4.43	b
$246.17 m
$1.80 b
$164.92 m
$6.63 b

In 2005, the Youngstown-Warren MSA had 143 foundations with
assets up 10 percent to $440.80 million. Grantmaking was also
up by ten percent to $30.76 million. Independent foundations recorded the strongest growth in assets, up 14 percent to $285.25
million and giving, also up 14 percent to $21.17 million. Corporate
foundation assets remained steady, while giving grew by 11 percent to
$1.96 million. Community foundation assets were up seven percent to
$108.77 million and giving was up five percent to $7.54 million.

Aggregate Data for Foundations in Youngstown-Warren MSA, 2005

Aggregate Data for Foundations in Cleveland MSA, 2005
Type
Independent
Corporate
Community
Operating
Total

youngstown-warren

Type
Foundations
Independent
130
Corporate
5
Community
4
Operating	3	
Total
142

Giving (millions)
$262.07
$61.30
$69.94
$1.10
$394.40

Source: Foundation Center, 2007. The Youngstown-Warren MSA includes Mahoning and Trumbull counties in
Ohio and Mercer County in Pennsylvania. The aggregate numbers do not include corporate giving programs
or grantmaking public charities, other than community foundations.

Source: Foundation Center, 2007. The Cleveland MSA includes Cuyahoga, Geauga, Lake, Lorain and Medina
counties. The aggregate numbers do not include corporate giving programs or grantmaking public charities,
other than community foundations.

Top Ten by Assets, Youngstown-Warren
MSA, 2006

1. The Cleveland Foundation
.........................................$1.891/$72.15
2. The George Gund Foundation
......................................$527.68/$21.37
3. Jewish Community Federation of
Cleveland.....................$434.40/$73.43
4. Jack N. & Lilyan Mandel Foundation2
....................................... $280.24/$8.59
5. Saint Luke’s Foundation of
Cleveland, Ohio..............$224.14/$9.51
6. The Kelvin and Eleanor Smith
Foundation..................... $167.42/$7.96
7. The A.M. McGregor Home
........................................$145.57/$4.24
8. Morton and Barbara Mandel Family
Foundation2................... $125.69/$1.45
9. H.C.S. Foundation
....................................... $111.54/$4.25
10. The Lerner Foundation2
....................................... $96.00/$23.00

1. The Raymond John Wean Foundation
..........................................$85.92/$4.07
2. The Youngstown Foundation
..........................................$81.82/$2.66
3. Anne Kilcawley Christman
Foundation.......................$28.62/$1.39
4. Marion G. Resch Foundation
...................................$25.15/$664,142
5. Home Savings Charitable Foundation1
.......................................... $24.48/$1.15
6. Lucy R. Buechner Corporation
............................................... $18.49/$0
7. William M. and A. Cafaro Family
Foundation ................$17.73/$662,718
8. First Place Bank Community
Foundation .............. $15.82/$695,288
9. Community Foundation of Mahoning
Valley.................................$11.21/$1.40
10. Florence Simon Beecher
Foundation..................$8.72/$390,000

Assets (m)/Giving (m)

Assets and Giving, Cleveland MSA
Giving between 2001 and 2005 totaled
more than $2 billion. Amounts are shown
in billions unless otherwise noted.
Giving
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Assets and Giving, YoungstownWarren MSA

Giving between 2001 and 2005 totaled
$127.44 million. Amounts are shown in
millions.
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1 Amount in billions. 2 2005 data.
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Top Ten by Assets, Cleveland MSA, 2006

Assets

Assets (millions) Giving (millions)
$285.25
$21.17
$42.88
$1.96
$108.77
$7.54
$3.90
$92,000
$440.80
$30.76
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Supporting

Northwest Ohio
Top Ten by Assets in Toledo MSA, 2006,

Assets (m)/Giving (m)

1. Toledo Community Foundation
............................................$138.01/$7.25
2. Stranahan Foundation
........................................... $100.56/$4.90
3. The Needmor Fund
..............................................$29.06/$1.81
4. The Generation Trust1
............................................. $26.20/$2.79
5. The LaValley Foundation
...................................... $19.22/$968,500
6. Owens Corning Foundation
.......................................$14.51/$430,550
7. Stranahan Theatre Trust
................................................... $14.13/$0
8. Clement O. Miniger Memorial
Foundation................... $14.08/$585,000
9. Sherman and Virginia White Charitable
Trust1.............................. $13.64/$311,971
10. Conrad and Caroline Jobst
Foundation1. ................ $12.81/$540,000
Source: Foundation Center, Guidestar, OGF: 2007
1 2005 data

Assets and Giving, Toledo MSA

Total giving between 2001 and 2005
totaled $175.90 million. Amounts shown
in millions.
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most non-MSA foundations (139) spread throughout
20 counties outside the Toledo MSA, including 13
community foundations, nine corporate foundations
and 108 independent foundations. The assets of non-MSA
foundations in the northwest
region are estimated to total
$346.55 million with giving of
$18.47 million.

toledo
In the Toledo MSA, independent
foundations comprised 88 percent of
the number of foundations, 72 percent of their assets
and 64 percent of the giving. Overall, the 143 foundations in Toledo saw their assets increase three percent, to $521.73 million, and total giving increase by
five percent, to $36.17 million, setting new records.
The increases in assets and giving varied by foundation type in 2005, with the largest increases seen
in community foundations. Their assets were up six
percent to $120.45 million and giving was up 24 percent to $7.26 million. In contrast, corporate foundation assets were down eight percent to $20.92 million and giving was down 12 percent to $5.84 million.
Independent foundation assets increased just one
percent to $375.90 million and their giving increased
five percent to $22.96 million.
Aggregate Data for Foundations in Toledo MSA, 2005
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MSA, Toledo, a four-county area that was home
to 143 foundations in 2005. The region also has the
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Source: Foundation Center, 2007
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Type
Foundations
Independent
126
Corporate
8
Community	3	
Operating
6
Total
143

Assets (millions)
$375.90
$20.92
$120.45
$4.46
$521.73

Giving (millions)
$22.96
$5.84
$7.26
$108,000
$36.17

Source: Foundation Center, 2007. The Toledo MSA includes Fulton, Lucas, Ottawa and Wood counties. The
aggregate numbers do not include corporate giving programs or grantmaking public charities, other than
community foundations.

dollars
theEditharts
Franklin is a world-re-

scholar

nowned potter who is fondly known
as the “Queen of Potters” among
Toledo-area residents. When she retired from teaching, a gift from a Virginia Secor Stranahan’s estate created
the Edith Franklin
Pottery Scholarship
Fund at The Toledo
Community Foundation. In addition
to helping college
students, the fund
provides resources
for arts educators
and accomplished
potters to continue
their education and
training. To be eligible, applicants must
reside in northwest
Ohio or two southeast Michigan counEdith Franklin ties.
Since its founding
in 1998, the Edith
Franklin Pottery Scholarship has
awarded over $53,000 to 84 promising artists. Scholarship recipients
may use their award to obtain education or training in the ceramic arts
at any United States college, university or nonprofit institution offering
courses in pottery. Applicants may
be high school students, novice or
experienced artists or art educators.
Funding has been awarded to individuals for day workshops, pottery
lessons, week-long intensive training or to cover a portion of the cost
of college tuition for an individual
pursuing a degree in the ceramic
arts.

scholar dollars

Southeast Ohio

O

hio’s southeast region has the smallest concentration of foundations of any region in the state.
Fewer than four percent of Ohio’s foundations are located within the area, which in this analysis consisted
of 26 of the 29 counties included in the Appalachian
Ohio region. The area was home to
132 foundations with assets of $393.42
million and giving of $28.21 million in
2005.
Although representing more than
a quarter of Ohio’s 88 counties, foundations in the region accounted for just
2.5 percent of assets and 2.7 percent of
giving in the state. Two of the 26 counties
in this analysis have no foundations: Adams and
Monroe. However, the Foundation for Appalachian
Ohio, located in Athens County, includes all 29 Appalachian counties in Ohio in its service area. Also,
foundations both in and outside the region have
funds directed to one or more specific counties or
towns in the southeast. For example, the Kidd Family Foundation, a supporting organization of The Columbus Foundation was established to improve the
quality of life in Jackson County and southeastern
Ohio.
The region includes 108 independent foundations, 11 community foundations, 10 operating foundations, two corporate foundations and one grantmaking public charity. Generally, the aggregate numbers do not include grantmaking public charities due
to the difficulty in capturing information consistently
and completely. The one public charity, included here
since complete data was readily available, is The Holmes County Education Foundation.

Aggregate Data for Foundations in Southeast Ohio, 2005
Type
Independent
Corporate
Community
Operating
Public Charity
Total

Foundations
108
2
11
10
1
132

Assets (millions)
$296.89
$571,000
$84.19
$3.23	
$8.58
$393.46

Giving (millions)
$23.76
$159,000
$3.75
$136,000
$402,000
$28.21

Assets (m)/Giving (m)

1. The Foundation for the Continuity of
Mankind...........................$53.42/$1.64
2. The Montgomery Foundation
..........................................$28.64/$1.24
3. Reeves Foundation.....$24.55/$1.60
4. The Scioto Foundation
...................................$20.50/$619,128
5. The Muskingum County Community
Foundation................$18.32/$437,632
6. The Coshocton Foundation
..........................................$18.07/$1.63
7. The Salem Community Foundation
......................................... $16.73/$1.47
8. The Louis and Sandra Berkman
Foundation ............... $15.78/$676,797
9. Agnes Gund Foundation
....................................... $11.66/$11.52
10. The Peninsula Foundation
.....................................$11.39/$66,000
Source: Foundation Center, Guidestar, OGF: 2007

25

2007

Source: Foundation Center, 2007. The aggregate numbers do not include corporate giving programs.

Top Ten by Assets in Southeast Ohio,
2006
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Wayne F. White dedicated most
of his career to making college more
accessible to young people in Appalachian Ohio. As executive director
of the Ohio Appalachian Center for
Higher Education (OACHE) for 11
years, White spent 40 years fighting
for more funding for rural schools
and encouraging young adults to
pursue higher education. When friends and
family wanted to honor
his memory, they knew
that a scholarship fund
in his name would be
the best way to show
their appreciation for
his life’s work.
Bob and Jewell
Evans made the initial challenge gift of
$25,000 to establish
the fund. “Wayne was
so proud of his heri- Bob Evans
tage,” said nationally
known restaurateur and philanthropist Bob Evans. “What he accomplished during his 40 years of service and his leadership promoting
higher education for both youth and
adults, is a true legacy. He traveled
the 29 counties of Appalachian
Ohio, putting in 12–14 hour days,
every day, devoted to increasing the
number of Appalachian Ohioans
who go to college.”
In its two-year life, the $39,000
fund has awarded a total of $4,000
in scholarships to four residents of
southeast Ohio. In 2007 four additional $500 scholarships were
awarded when OACHE raised funds
during a silent auction.
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Southwest Ohio
Top Ten by Assets in Southwest Ohio, 2006
Assets (m)/Giving (m)

1. The Greater Cincinnati Foundation
.....................................$461.82/$35.30
2. The Charles F. Kettering Foundation
.............................................$323.30/$0
3. Mathile Family Foundation
..................................... $318.77/$17.46
4. The Dayton Foundation
.................................... $293.70/$33.86
5. The Carol Ann and Ralph V. Haile, Jr./US
Bancorp Foundation.....$260.00/$2.60
6. The Health Foundation of Greater
Cincinnati1.................... $259.10/$9.281
7. SC Ministry Foundation
....................................... $203.90/$7.56
8. John J. and Mary R. Schiff Foundation
....................................... $169.11/$5.72
9. Farmer Family Foundation2
.......................................$139.24/$4.23
10. KnowledgeWorks Foundation
.......................................$136.44/$5.49
Source: Foundation Center, Guidestar, OGF: 2007
1 Includes direct charitable operating program expenses
2 2005 data
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The southwest region of the state includes two major
MSAs, Cincinnati and Dayton-Springfield. In 2005, the
foundations in these MSAs represented 23 percent of the
total number of foundations in the state, held 25 percent
of Ohio foundation assets and contributed 30 percent of
the state’s foundation giving. As a whole, the region’s assets were up nine percent from 2004,
while giving was up one percent.
Outside the Cincinnati and DaytonSpringfield MSAs in the southwest
region (in Clinton, Darke and Fayette
counties) are approximately 20 foundations with estimated assets of $15
million and close to $1 million in giving.
Only one foundation outside the MSA had
assets of more than $5 million, the Jessee Eyman Trust.
As in the rest of the state, independent foundations
are the largest segment of southwest MSA grantmakers,
representing 86 percent of foundations in the region, compared to 88 percent statewide and 89 percent nationally.
Independent foundations accounted for 68 percent of the
area’s assets and 52 percent of giving in 2005, compared to
64 percent of assets and 57 percent of giving in Ohio, and
69 percent of assets and 83 percent of giving in the U.S.
Comparing the years 2001 and 2005, foundation assets
in the southwest region showed a steady increase (except
for the decrease in 2002) of 31 percent in the Cincinnati
MSA and 23 percent in the Dayton MSA. As in other Ohio
MSAs, assets were at their five-year high in 2005, a good
indication that future giving might follow the same pattern, reversing the downward trend of prior years. Total
giving in 2005, compared to 2001, increased by 11 percent
in both the Cincinnati and Dayton MSAs.

Aggregate Data for Foundations in Southwest Ohio MSAs, 2005
Type
Independent
Corporate
Community
Operating
Total

Foundations
626
44
15
47
732

Assets (m/b)
Giving (millions)
$2.73	b
$162.75
$307.88 m
$70.96
$945.96 m
$76.23
$25.08 m
$2.56
$4.01		 billion
$312.50

Source: Foundation Center, 2007. Excludes non-Ohio foundations in Cincinnati MSA. The aggregate numbers
do not include corporate giving programs or grantmaking public charities, other than community foundations.

scholar dollars

Funding private pilot license
training costs thousands of dollars
and can be quite a hurdle to young
people starting an aviation career.
Few opportunities exist for scholarships outside of college aviation
programs, which also often require
applicants to already have their private pilot license.
The Jackson Aviation Scholarship, a component of the Greene
County Community Foundation
(d/b/a Greene Giving),
helps meet the needs
of aspiring pilots in
southwest Ohio. Created in 2005 to honor
the memory of pioneer
African American pilot
Lewis Jackson, it funds
photo by Paul Bowen
the course fees so inP-51C Mustang in Tuskegee
Airmen colors.
dividuals can get their
private pilot license.
Jackson, a member of the
famed Tuskegee Airmen, started
his career as a barnstormer in the
1930s. After serving in the Army
Air Corp in WWII, he became a FAA
Flight Examiner in Ohio. He went on
to earn three college degrees culminating in a Ph.D. in Higher Education from Ohio State University.
During his education career Jackson held many positions, including
dean of students, graduate dean,
vice president for administration,
vice president for academic affairs
and president of Central State University in Wilberforce, Ohio.
The Jackson Aviation Scholarship has awarded 8 scholarships
for a total of $6,000 to help Greene
County young people achieve their
dreams of flight.
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cincinnati

In 2005, the 642 foundations in the Cincinnati MSA had assets
up nine percent to $2.79 billion and giving up two percent. Independent foundation assets were up by 13 percent to $1.95 billion and giving was up four percent to $109.01 million. Community foundation assets were up eight percent to $587.74 million,
compared to a 40 percent increase the previous year, with giving up
two percent to $41.91 million. Corporate assets were down 12 percent
to $237.90 million and giving was down less than one percent to $63.28 million.
Northeast
Southwest
Outside Major MSAs
Central
Northwest

Aggregate Data for Foundations in Cincinnati MSA, 2005
Type
Foundations
Independent
558
Corporate	33	
Community
11
Operating
40
Total
642

Assets (m/b)
$1.95 b
237.90 m
$587.74 m
$18.94 m
$2.79 b

dayton-springfield

The Dayton-Springfield MSA recorded 136 foundations in
2005, with assets up ten percent to $1.37 billion and giving up
three percent to $109.50 million. Community foundations had
the strongest asset growth, followed by independent foundations. Community foundations also had the highest increase in
giving, while giving by independent foundations remained steady.
Corporate foundation assets and giving were down for the year.

Aggregate Data for Foundations in Dayton-Springfield MSA, 2005
Type
Independent
Corporate
Community
Operating
Total

Giving (millions)
$109.01
$63.28
$41.91
$2.05
$216.25

Foundations
100
17
7
12
136

Giving (millions)
$59.86
$9.56
$39.48
$600,000
$109.50

Source: Foundation Center, 2007. The Dayton MSA includes Clark, Greene, Miami, Montgomery and Preble counties.
The aggregate numbers do not include corporate giving programs or grantmaking public charities, other than community
foundations.

Source: Foundation Center, 2007. The Cincinnati MSA includes Brown, Butler, Clermont, Hamilton and Warren
counties in Ohio, three Indiana counties and seven Kentucky counties. The aggregate numbers do not include
corporate giving programs or grantmaking public charities, other than community foundations.

Top Ten by Assets, Cincinnati MSA, 2006

Top Ten by Assets, Dayton-Springfield
MSA, 2006

1. The Greater Cincinnati Foundation
....................................$461.82/$35.30
2. The Carol Ann and Ralph Haile, Jr./
US Bancorp Fdn...........$260.00/$2.60
3. The Health Foundation of Greater
Cincinnati.................... $259.10/$9.281
4. SC Ministry Foundation
...................................... $203.89/$7.56
5. John J. and Mary R. Schiff
Foundation................... $169.11/$5.72
6. Farmer Family Foundation2
...................................... $139.24/$4.23
7. KnowledgeWorks Foundation
......................................$136.44/$5.49
8. The Jewish Foundation of Cincinnati
.........................................$89.14/$6.67
9. Marge & Charles J. Schott
Foundation......................$76.32/$1.50
10. Scripps Howard Foundation2
........................................ $75.26/$5.72

1. The Charles F. Kettering Foundation
........................................... $323.30/$0
2. Mathile Family Foundation
.................................... $318.77/$17.46
3. The Dayton Foundation
................................... $293.70/$33.86
4. The Turner Foundation1
...................................... $111.65/$9.12
5. The Kettering Fund
.........................................$84.22/$7.10
6. The Troy Foundation
........................................$56.46/$2.44
7. James M. Cox, Jr. Foundation1
........................................ $52.60/$1.72
8. Morgan Family Foundation
........................................ $50.98/$2.32
9. The Springfield Foundation
........................................ $36.43/$1.67
10. Dayton Power & Light Company
Foundation...................... $28.82/$1.50

Assets (m)/Giving (m)

Assets (m)/Giving (m)

Assets and Giving, Cincinnati MSA

Giving totaled $1.02 billion between 2001
and 2005. Amounts are shown in billions
unless otherwise noted.
Assets

Giving
2.79

3.0
2.5

2.03

2.0
1.5
1.0

0.0

216.25
million

186.20
million

0.5
'02

'03

Source: Foundation Center, 2007

'04

'05

Source: Foundation Center, Guidestar, OGF: 2007
1 2005 data.

Assets

Giving

1.5 b
1.2 b

1.37
billion

970.53
million
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109.50
million

98.89
million
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'03

Source: Foundation Center, 2007

'04

'05

2007

'01

Assets and Giving, Dayton-Springfield

Giving totaled $518.92 million between
2001 and 2005. Amounts are shown in
millions unless otherwise noted.
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Source: Foundation Center, Guidestar, OGF: 2007
1 Includes direct charitable operating program expenses
2 2005 data

Assets (millions)
$889.31
$74.75
$398.09
$7.78
$1.37 b
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ur first report on charitable giving in Ohio,
produced in 1998, was a twelve-page publication that signaled our commitment to publish
information on the status of philanthropy in Ohio.
The purposes: promoting philanthropy and educating external audiences about the state’s strong
network of grantmakers. Over the ensuing ten
years, OGF has released updated reports with expanded data elements, trend information and regional analysis, resulting in a 32-plus page document this year. OGF
mails the report to
every foundation in
Ohio, places it on the
website for download
and disseminates it
to state and federal
then
policy makers as well
Now
as to the media. The
report is a significant
investment of time
and resources, made
possible by National
City’s financial support and the cooperation of the Foundation Center.
A side-by-side comparison of that first report with this tenth edition presents a clear and
compelling picture of the growing generosity of
Ohioans. Whether acting individually or as organizations, Ohio’s citizens continue to increase
their generous giving, reaching out to help others in need of life’s basics as well as enriching
lives through art and theatre and protecting our
world.
While Ohio’s position in the U.S. has stayed
relatively stable – we are still seventh in number
of foundations and we’ve moved from ninth to
tenth in giving – there are some remarkable increases when viewed from a ten-year perspective,
as you will see in the accompanying chart.

1996

••••••

$2,227

2005
$3,344

50%

$5.23 billion

79%

$477 million

33%

$6.76 billion

65%

$1.05 billion

124%

3,172

63%

$15.91 billion

104%

average individual giving

$2.92 billion
total individual Ohio giving

$709 million
total charitable bequests

$4.10 billion
total Ohio charitable giving

$468 million
total Ohio foundation giving

1,944
number of Ohio foundations

$7.8 billion
total Ohio foundation assets
Source: IRS, Foundation Center: 2007
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Dennis M. Lafferty, Jones Day
Michael M. Parks, The Dayton Foundation
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Ronn Richard, The Cleveland Foundation
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Denise San Antonio Zeman, Saint Luke’s Foundation of Cleveland, Ohio
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-OGF Member
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“While there is much to
be said for the strength of
local giving, there is also
much challenge to this
model in a world where
community is no longer
defined only by geography
and our connections.
Loyalties and concerns
extend beyond our region,
state and even country.
Can Ohio philanthropy
honor its heritage and
adapt to a more diverse,
interconnected world, yet
still find a way to have real
impact?”

2007
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Glossary

501(c)(3)
Section of the Internal Revenue Code that designates an organization as charitable and tax-exempt.
Organizations qualifying under this section include
religious, educational, charitable, amateur athletic,
scientific or literary groups, organizations testing
for public safety or organizations involved in prevention of cruelty to children or animals.

CORPORATE FOUNDATION
A private foundation whose assets are derived primarily from the contributions of a for-profit business. While a company-sponsored foundation may
maintain close ties with its parent company, it is an
independent organization with its own endowment
and as such is subject to the same rules and regulations as other private foundations.

509(a)(1)
Section of the federal tax code that defines public charities (as opposed to private foundations).
Churches, schools, governmental units and publicly
supported organizations such as community foundations are all 509 entities. A 501(c)(3) organization
also must have a 509(a) designation to further define the agency as a public charity.

CORPORATE GIVING PROGRAM
A grantmaking program established and administered within a for-profit corporation. Because corporate giving programs do not have separate endowments, their annual grant totals generally are
directly related to company profits. Corporate giving programs are not subject to the same reporting
requirements as corporate foundations.

ASSETS
Cash, stocks, bonds, real estate or other holdings of
a foundation. Generally, assets are invested and the
income is used to make grants.

DONOR ADVISED FUND
A fund held by a community foundation or other
public charity, set up with donations from an individual or family, where the donor or a committee appointed by the donor may recommend eligible charitable recipients for grants from the fund. The public
charity’s governing body makes the final decision
on grants, free to accept or reject the recommendations of the donor advisor.

BEQUEST
Giving one’s assets, such as property, stocks, bonds
or any other assets to beneficiaries (including charitable organizations) through the provisions in a
will.
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COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
A 501(c)(3) organization that makes grants for
charitable purposes in a specific community or region. The funds available to a community foundation
are usually derived from many donors and held in
an endowment that is independently administered;
income earned by the endowment is then used to
make grants. Although a community foundation
may be classified by the IRS as a private foundation, most are public charities and are thus eligible
for maximum tax-deductible contributions from the
general public.

ENDOWMENT
The principal amount of gifts and bequests that are
accepted subject to a requirement that the principal
be maintained intact and invested to create a source
of income for a foundation. Donors may require that
the principal remain intact in perpetuity, for a defined
period of time or until sufficient assets have been accumulated to achieve a designated purpose.
ESTATE TAX
A tax imposed on a decedent’s property, assessed
on the gross estate prior to distribution to the heirs.
Both Ohio and the U.S. levy a tax on estates.

FEDERATED FUND
A centralized campaign whereby one organization
raises money for its member agencies. These can be
annual workplace giving campaigns, such as United
Way and Community Works, that raise millions of
dollars for distribution to local, state and national
nonprofit organizations. Religious federations, such
as The Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland
and the Episcopal Community Services Foundation,
also raise money to support a variety of organizations.
GIVING CIRCLE
A pooled fund, sometimes hosted or sponsored
by a charitable organization such as a community
foundation, through which members make grants
together.
GRANTMAKING PUBLIC CHARITY
A nonprofit organization that is not a private foundation. This kind of organization engages in grantmaking activities, but derives its support from various
members of the public rather than a single source
or family of donors. Many are population or cause
specific, such as local women’s foundations, Jewish
federations and disease-related funds.
INDEPENDENT FOUNDATION
Often used interchangeably with the term private
foundation, a grantmaking organization classified by
the IRS as a private foundation. A private foundation
is a nongovernmental, nonprofit organization with
funds usually from a single source, such as an individual, family or corporation. Independent foundations are required to make charitable expenditures
of 5% of the market value of their assets each year.
They also must pay an annual excise tax of either
1 or 2 percent of the net investment income. A family foundation is not a legal term and has no exact
definition. In common usage, a family foundation is
understood to be an independent foundation whose
funds are derived from members of a single family
and that typically has family members engaged in

references and resources

Glossary

its governance and operations. Most family foundations carry the name of the founder.
METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA
Metropolitan Statistical Areas have at least one urbanized area with a population of 50,000 or more,
plus adjacent territory that has a high degree of social and economic integration with the core as measured by commuting ties.
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION
A term describing the Internal Revenue Service’s
designation of an organization whose income is not
used for the benefit or private gain of stockholders,
directors or any other persons with an interest in
the company. A nonprofit organization’s income
must be used solely to support its operations and
stated purpose.
OPERATING FOUNDATION
A 501(c)(3) organization classified by the IRS as
a private foundation whose primary purpose is to
conduct research, social welfare or other programs
determined by its governing body or establishment
charter. An operating foundation may make grants,
but the amount of grants awarded generally is small
relative to the funds used for the foundation’s own
programs.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Visit OGF online at www.ohiograntmakers.
org for more information on philanthropy basics – including an extensive glossary, links to
web resources and philanthropy FAQs – as well
as job listings and news pertaining to the philanthropic sector.
Glossary Sources
The Foundation Center, Forum of Regional Grantmakers, U.S. Census Bureau and The J. C. Downing
Foundation.
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“Ohio philanthropy is
constantly reinventing
itself and therefore
remains vital and
unique. With many
collaborations in
place, it fosters working
together on complex
problems and issues.”
-OGF Member
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PUBLIC SUPPORT TEST
Stipulates that at least one-third of an organization’s
(i.e., public charity) total revenue must come from
gifts, grants and contributions from the general
public, or from a combination of gifts, grants, contributions and fees charged for the performance of

SUPPORTING ORGANIZATION
A supporting organization is a charity that supports
a public charity; it is not required to meet the public support test. To be a supporting organization, a
charity must meet one of three complex legal tests
that assure, at a minimum, that the organization
being supported has some influence over the actions of the supporting organization. Although
a supporting organization may be formed to
benefit any type of public charity, the use of
this form is particularly common in connection with community foundations. Supporting
organizations are distinguishable from donor
advised funds because they are distinct legal
entities. The Internal Revenue Service classifies supporting organizations as 509(a)(3)
entities.
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PAYOUT REQUIREMENT
The minimum amount that a private foundation is required to expend for charitable purposes (includes
grants and necessary and reasonable administrative
expenses). In general, a private foundation must pay
out annually approximately 5% of the average market
value of its assets.

charitable services if not more than one-third total
revenue is derived from investment income. Meeting the public support test is what distinguishes a
public charity from a private foundation.
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About the Report
This report presents a series of snapshots of organized
philanthropy in Ohio. It is based upon 2005 and 2006 data
from the Foundation Center and on more recent data collected
by Ohio Grantmakers Forum. Other data sources
include Guidestar, IRS
Statistics of Income and
the National Center for
Charitable Statistics. Specific sources of information are given in footnotes
throughout the report.
One of the primary
sources OGF uses to collect more current data is
its Foundation 100, a purposeful sample of Ohio’s diverse
grantmaking community. Information on this year’s respondents includes the following: By asset size: $1 million to $5
million (16 percent); $5 million to $25 million (33 percent);
$25 million to $100 million (32 percent); over $100 million
(19 percent). By type of grantmaker: independent (46 percent);
community (29 percent); corporate (15 percent); other grantmakers (10 percent). By region: central (11 percent); northeast
(49 percent); northwest (9 percent); southeast (6 percent); and
southwest (25 percent).
ABOUT OHIO GRANTMAKERS FORUM
Ohio Grantmakers Forum is an association of foundations,
corporate contributions programs, and other grantmaking organizations. Its mission is to provide leadership for organized
philanthropy in Ohio and to enhance the ability of members
to fulfill their charitable goals. OGF represents approximately
210 member organizations whose combined assets total more
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than $18 billion, with Ohio members holding 62 percent of the
state’s charitable assets. In addition to the dollars they provide
to worthy causes and organizations, grantmakers research
needs, offer expertise on issues and seek out new and better
ways to serve communities. OGF members include private
and family foundations, community foundations, corporate
foundations and giving programs, health funders and other
types of grantmakers.
For 30 years OGF has served as Ohio’s leading voice and
premier resource for grantmakers and is focused on four key
areas: leadership, networking, knowledge and skill building.
In addition to providing the place where funders come together to address common issues, build skills and access information, OGF also works to build and maintain relationships with
key stakeholders in the field, including public policy makers,
media and nonprofit partners across the state.
OGF is one of 32 staffed regional associations of grantmakers operating in cities, states and multi-state regions across
the U.S. It is a member of the Forum of Regional Associations
of Grantmakers, the national organization that connects the
regional associations and promotes philanthropy.
ABOUT THE FOUNDATION CENTER
The Foundation Center’s mission is to strengthen the nonprofit sector by advancing knowledge about U.S. philanthropy. To achieve this mission, the Center collects, organizes and
communicates information on U.S. philanthropy; conducts
and facilitates research on trends in the field; provides education and training on the grant seeking process; and ensures
public access to information and services through its Web site,
print and electronic publications, five library/learning centers
(including one in Cleveland) and a national network of Cooperating Collections located within public libraries.

For additional copies of the report, please contact OGF:
Main Office:
37 West Broad Street
Suite 800
Columbus, Ohio 43215
T 614.224.1344
F 614.224.1388
www.ohiograntmakers.org
info@ohiograntmakers.org

OGF State of
Philanthropy
reports. The 1998
report (above
left), was the first
report issued.

Northeast Office:
1422 Euclid Avenue
Suite 1630
Cleveland, Ohio 44115
T 216.861.6223
F 216.861.6335

Ohio Office:
1422 Euclid Avenue
Suite 1600
Cleveland, Ohio 44115
T 216.861.1934
F 216.861.1936
www.foundationcenter.org/
cleveland

New York Office:
59 Fifth Avenue/16th Street
New York, New York
10003
T 1.800.424.9836
F 212.807.3677
www.foundationcenter.org/
newyork
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